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About This Game

Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.

All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,

pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.

But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.

You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features

・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,

the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.
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・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.

Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.

・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.

Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.

・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.

To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.

Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,

it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.

・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,

and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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Uncontrollable mess. This game claims to have Xbox controller support, but nothing works. Movement is all jumbled,
impossible to play, and if you select the Xbox controls option, you'll be locked out of the game. What a waste of $3.. This game
allowed me to "travel through time" back to my childhood. I'm fairy certain the Train who pays Putt Putt to spurt oil on him is
up to no good. Wish the game would never end 100/10. A must have if you are into Wargames.. I really wanted to like this
game, but it's just a terribly frustrating experience. Pick up something I presume to be a potion, what is it? No idea. Consume it,
nothing happens. Huh, I guess it's a health potion as I was at full health and nothing happened. Doesn't matter, as you will never
find another one. Pick up a scroll, what does it do? No idea, as it's not even in your inventory. Pick up some sort of amphora
vase, game text tells me I better keep it at home.. mmm, ok? But it's not in my inventory! And I won't even go into the rest..
Frankly, I'd like my money back... Everything is dark and the only monster is me.
pls send help.. As a headache simulator works pretty well, but as a game... Well, it ruins what could be a good idea for a short
film with a poor execution.. i cant put into words how much i like this game without it turning it into an essay.
9.99999...\/10. Game works with some extra work. Here is the demo:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/OVXrhYXjSSQ

Looks pretty good to me.

Here is the 2nd part of the first tutorial with landing:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/p4WWYCLpFAs

What you need to do is:
1) Double-click the reg file from the game folder (must)
2) Run config3dr2000.exe (optional)
3) Right-click on the game in library list and select create a shortcut to your desktop
4) Run from the shortcut (must)

Note about shortcuts: If you use shortcut created by Steam, it runs is Windows 98 compatibility mode. If you make your own
shortcut, you can set to any compatibility mode but you need to make sure you have admin rights and take ownership of the
folder first. Steam shortcut tracks your game time but your own shortcut can be set to Windows 2000 mode or higher and runs
better without Steam.

Offline mode is problematic. You need to run the game twice without exiting the first one. The first one will be dormant in
memory but clicking the shorcut again will run the game. When online you only need to click once.

Now on to more pertinent points about the game itself. Dynamic campaign runs in real-time on it's own time not on demand but
you can speed-up, slowdown or pause. Missions are generated on the fly depending on who you choose as your squadmates. For
example if you chose more Air-to-Air specialists then your missions will be more about dogfights rather than bombing missions.
That's what the manual says anyway, haven't played enough to verify though. You can switch between pilots or let the AI do the
job while you watch as spectator, this is true.

I haven't played much but i think this should be good because you can give orders to your wingmen and you can switch over to
flying as them much like in Air Conflicts: Vietnam. Only thing that seems to be lacking are rudder controls and
countermeasures. Landing is a bit difficult without rudder control though still doable. I landed on the first attempt and pass.
Mouse flight doesn't seem to work. Keyboard control is a little rough but usable.
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Finally there is a tutorial, so no excuse to not knowing how to fly.

Definitely worth it at 90% off. This is a gem. I suppose gems come as a rough rock at first then you need to cut and polish it to a
shine.. Very very interesting game i like it very much.
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Puzzle\/timing at its finest. An awesome game, really! Minimalistic, with short and fast level but also more and more
challenging, just like I love 'em :)
. Not only is it nostalgia pandering, it makes her face look better.
Easily worth the price, especially on sale.. Grindy free-to-play trash. Plays like it belongs on a smartphone or tablet. Has more
than 5 seperate currencies for doing various things. Lots of RNG and creature evolving and leveling up but you can also buy any
creature for real money if you're found it once so that doesn't mean much.

Game has two difficulties; practically plays itself, and "come back when you've grinded some more". You can use real money to
buy powerups to get through a level if you like but why waste money on this worthless cashgrab?

3/10. This game has so much going for it. The gameplay is fairly good with decent integration of infantry air and vehicular
combat. The premise is great and it's well executed.

The problem is the grind model. It's one of the worst offending p2w games i know. Some might say it's pay to get there faster,
but that's a known model from several other games and this just doesn't measure up to that. The grinds are exceptionally long,
and weapon customization can take a lot of experience to upgrade all the parts and literally become better than the next guy.
You can spend weeks or months doing that, or you can just buy better weaponry than everyone else has. And people do. It
makes it so that f2p people cannot compete. You can run around and die a lot. If you're good you might be able to make a
difference, but on a bell curve most people are intermediates at best. Beginners and general intermediate players suffer when
other players can just have better stuff altogether. F2P gamers shouldn't necessarily be catered, but if you want to keep them
around - and any F2P game does - then you'd better make it worth their while to stay. Sadly, heroes and generals does not.

I loved playing this game, and got far enough in a couple of nations to have a few toys to play with. But getting up into higher
echelons of gear and abilites takes forever, and getting there means encountering people who just steamroll you with
significantly better equipment. It's not fun. I uninstalled, and while i miss the game - it's fun when it's balanced - i won't be
coming back.. Man is this game flawed in every way possible to many random levels, which does not work in your favor, to
many glltchs where you get hit even if your not close together, overall its fun once you know what to do, but a very difficult
game.. Sad, is about nicest thing I can say for this game. extremely poor poorly optimized, getting 39 FPS with FX-8350 &
1080ti, gameplay does not exist. Only way to change game options is at windowed dialog box @ start so you have to re-start
game to change graphics are sub-par & AI is a joke.
Got on sale so only paid a few dollars, which I consider now a waste of money, don't waste your money.
Think any postive reviews are by the ones who made this game or their friends LOL, seriously read the negative reviews, skip
the postive.. Possibly the best spaceship building game I've ever played. Lots of depth, lots of fun. Can't stop playing! 9/10
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